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In the third year of the research project entitled "Development of a High Resolution
Liquid Xenon Imaging Telescope for Medium Energy Gamma-Ray Astrophysics" (NAGW-
2013), we have tested a 3.5 liter prototype of the Liquid Xenon Time Projection Chamber.
After having successfully purified the 3.5 liter of liquid xenon, we have used a prototype
having a 4.4 cm drift gap to study the charge and energy resolution response of the 3.5
liter chamber. We have obtained an energy resolution as good as that previously measured
by us using chambers with drift gaps of the order of millimeters. We have observed the
induction signals produced by MeV gamma-rays, using a sense wire configuration similar
to that originally proposed by Gatti et al. in 1970. We have used the 20 hybrid charge
sensitive preamplifiers, that were tested in the second year of this research project, for
a non-destructive readout of the electron image on the induction wires. We have also
performed extensive Monte Carlo simulations to obtain results on efficiency, background
rejection capability, and source flux sensitivity, and have developed a reconstruction al-
gorithm for events with multiple interaction points. For these studies we have assumed
a coded aperture mask at a distance of 1 m from the Liquid Xenon Time Projection
Chamber.
These results have been presented at the "International Conference on Liquid Radia-
tion Detectors", held in Tokyo on April 7-10, 1992, at the "3rd International Conference
on Advanced Technology and Particle Physics", held in Como, Italy on June 22-26, 1992,
and at the "Gamma-Ray Detectors" conference of the SPIE's International Symposium on
Optical Engineering, held in San Diego on July 19-24, 1992.
For a morecompletedescription of the resultsobtained in the third yearof the project,
three preprints submitted for publication in Nuclear Instruments and Methods, Nuclear
Physics B (Proc. Suppl.) and SPIN Conference Proceedings are attached as Appendices
A, B, and C, respectively.
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ABSTRACT
Extensive Monte Carlo modeling of a coded aperture
7-ray telescope based on a high resolution liquid xenon
TPC has been performed. Results on efficiency, back-
ground reduction capability and source flux sensitivity are
presented. We discuss in particular the development of a
reconstruction algorithm for events with nmltiple interac-
tion points. From the energy and spatial information, the
kinematics cf Compton scattering is used to identify and
reduce background events, as well as to improve the detec-
tor response in the few MeV region. Assuming a spatial
resolution of I mm RMS and an energy resolution of 4.5%
FWHM at 1 MeV, the algorithm is capable of reducing
by an order of magnitude the background rate expected at
balloon altitude, thus significantly improving the telescope
sensitivity.
I. _TRODUCTION
Significant progress in experimental 7-ray astrophysics
can only be achieved with tile development of instruments
with improved imaging capability. Efforts to improve the
sensitivity of a T-ray telescope without a corresponding im-
provement in angular resolution will result in source confu-
sion in the field-of-view (FOV) and will limit the mapping
of extended source distributlolm. Two important scien-
tific objectives which typify the need for detectors with
improved imaging capability, along with good sensitivity
and energy resolution, are the 1.8 MeV line emission from
radioactive 2eAI and the 0.511 MeV posltron-electron an-
nihilation emission. For both cases a precise study of the
spatial distribution of the emission will uniquely identify
the sources of radiation. Among the proposed novel tech-
niques for imaging astrophysical 7-ray sources in the low
to medium energy region, the liquid xenon Time Projec-
tion Chamber (LXe-TPC) is recognized as very promising
and worth a strong R&D effort. Like an electronic bub-
ble chamber, a TPC is capable of visualizing the complex
histories of T-ray" events with multiple interactions, ini-
tiated by .either Compton scattering or pair production.
As a result of this imaging, efficient background rejection
is also achieved, reducing the requirement for a massive
anti-coincidence shield of the type that is required for ger-
manium and sodium iodide detector& From the energy
and spatial information available for each point of inter-
action, Compton kinematics enables the reconstruction of
the direction of the incoming 7-ray. Tile direction is not
unique unless the Compton scattered electron is also im-
aged. Given the short range of low energy electrons in
liquid xenon, this is not possible for a practical spatial
resolution of the order of millimeters. In the LXe-TPC
Compton telescope, as proposed by us in [1], the angu-
lar resolution for the MeV region is limited by the small
separation between two successive 7-ray interactions.
To overcome this linfitation and release the strong re-
quirement on the TPC spatial resolution, we propose to
combine the imaging capability of tile LXe-TPC with that
of the coded aperture technique, for studying astrophysi-
cal sources in the few MeV region with arcminute accuracy.
In a coded aperture telescope, a mask consisting of a two-
dimensional array of opaque and transparent elements is
placed between the source and a position sensitive T-ray
detector. Every source within the FOV casts a shadow of
part of the mask onto the detector. By properly decoding
the pattern obtained at the detector plane, an image of
the source is inferred. The successful application of coded
aperture imaging in the low energy 7-ray region has been
demonstrated by two balloon borne telescopes : the New
Hampshire "Directional Gamma-Ray Telescope', DGT [2]
and the Caltech _Gamma-Ray Imaging Payload", GRIP
[3], and more recently by the SIGMA telescope aboard the
GILA.NAT satellite [4]. All these telescopes use scintilla-
tots as position sensitive 7-ray detectors. The advantage
of the LXe-TPC/coded telescope is in its unique capabil-
ity to suppress background over a wide energy range, thus
improving the sensitivity to weak sources, while maintain-
ing an excellent detection efficiency, energy and angular
resolution.
In this paper the technical aspects of the LXe-TPC
development are not considered. For tbis we refer to pre-
vious publications by Aprile et al. [5]. We present here
initial results from a Monte Carlo analyeis of the expected
performance of the LXe-TPC coupled to a coded aperture
as 7-ray tdescope for 0.3-10 MeV.
2. MONTE CARLO ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
2.1 Tdescope Model
The model of the '),-ray telescope used in the Monte
Carlo simulation is schematically shown in Fig.1. It con-
eists of a coded aperture mask, located 1 meter above the
LXe-TPC 7-ray detector. An active _I shield has been
included. In practice, the background rejection capability
of the TPC reduces tile need for massive anti-coincidence
shield. Tile sensitive area of the TPC is 39 x 28 cm 2. The
total depth of liquid xenon is 10 cm. The detector's dimen-
sions and mask-detector separation have been determined
on the basis of the existing gondola for the DGT telescope
that we plan to use for the first balloon flight of the tele-
scope [6]. The TPC is operated in the ionization mode.
Both the energy and the spatial distribution of each ion-
izing event within its sensitive volume is measured. The
coordinates ill the X-Y plane are inferred from the signals
induced on two orthogonal wire planes, whne the coordi-
nate along the Z-direction is inferred from the drift time
measured with respect to a zero time provided by the fast
scintillation signal. As indicated by our first experimental
results on the induction signals in a 3.5 liter LXe-TPC, to
be published elsewhere, the spatial resolution in the plane
is better than SIx T2 where $' is the spacing between the
induction wires. For the spatial resolution on the coor-
dinate along the drift axis we have previously measured
a, = 0.18 mm [5]. For the Monte Carlo calculations, a
resolution of _rz = % = 1 mm and _, = 0.2 mm has been
assumed, along with the experimental energy resolution of
4.5% FWHM at 1 MeV, extrapolated according to a E -1/_
law [7].
Fig. 1. Schematic of the LXe-TPC/¢odod mask -/-ray tel_eop¢.
The mask is a 2 x 2 mosaic of a basic Uniformly Re-
dundant &tray (UP,A) [8]. It consists of a 43 x 41 eh-
meat pattern of 0.91 cm x 0.68 cm x 1.2 ¢m thick tungsten
blocks. With the assumed sepazation of 1 meter between
mask and the detector, an angular pixel size of 0.65 o x
0.49 ° and a FOV of 28° x 20 ° is defined. Much finer angu-
lar resolution is obtained by increasing the mask-detector
separation. The preckioa in point source locaUzatioa de-
pends, however, also on the detector's spatial resolution
and the statistical significance of the source data. We have
estimated that a precision at the arcminute level is possible
with a practie.al spatial resolution of I or 2 dun.
f
2.2 Reconstruction Algorithm based on Compton Kine-
matics
The interaction of 7-rays in liquid xenon is dominated
by Compton scattering and pair production, for energies
larger than few hundred keV. The typical event registered
by the TPC is therefore characterized by multiple inter-
action points before the original 7-ray energy is fully de-
posited in the liquid. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 where the
distribution of the number of interaction points for three
different 7-ray energies is plotted. The probability that the
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first interaction point is a Compton scattering is 90% at
1 MeV, decreasing to about 25% at 10 MeV. To improve
the signal/noise level in the few MeV region where multiple
Compton events dominate, an algorithm based on the kine-
matics of tile Compton process was developed and tested.
The algorithm uses the capability of the LXe-TPC to vi-
sualize each incoming T-ray event and to reconstruct the
initial direction from the energy deposited in each inter-
action point and the coordinates of tile points. Consider
an event in which a 7-ray produces N energy deposition
points. Let W0 be the energy of the incoming photon, Wi
the energy of the scattered photon, Ei the energy of the
scattered electron and cos Oi the cosine of the scattering
angle. If tile coordinates and the energy depositions for
each interaction point, as well as the right order of the
successive interactions are known, then from energy and
momentum conservation we ca_l write for each interaction
point:
1 1
1 - cos0, = Wi W,-I (1)
where Wi = W_+l +Ei+l, for i = 1,N- 1. For any
given distribution of interaction points generated inside the
sensitive volume, we now assume that the last interaction
point is a photo-absorption and that the initial direction
of the incoming */-ray is known. Calling
Ei
1 - cos O, - a,, (2)
(1) becomes
Wi-i • Wi = a_. (3)
Similarly, for the (i + 1) th point,
Wi • _"i+1 = O'i+1
From (3) and (4),
O)
Also, if the total energy is
Oi -- Cri+l
Ei + Ei+x
contained, Wo is
(5)
2.3 Detection Efficiency
Tlle Monte Carlo calculations were based on tlle EGS4
computer code [9]. The excellent ga,rana-ray detection ef-
ficiency of liquid xenon over a wide energy range is shown
in Fig.& The full energy peak efficiency was calculated
for gamma-rays in the range 0.3-10 MeV, normally inci-
dent on the forward face of a 10 cm deep liquid xenon
detector. The energy of the events in the sample was re-
quired to be totally contained. The use of a coded mask
_g
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Fig. 3. Efficiency of the LXe-TPC for normally incident photons.
reduces the detection efficiency by a factor of two, assum-
ing 100% opacity of the closed mask elements. This is
shown in the upper curve of Fig. 4. The effect of 3 mm
stainless steel detector wall was also accounted for. The
effect of the Compton reconstruction algorithm, described
in section 2.2, on the telescope efficiency is also shown in
Fig. 4 with the points O. Because the algorithm is tai-
lored for events which start with a Compton scattering, all
events with a single photo-absorption or which start with
a pair production are rejected. To recover the detection
W 0 _ °'l
E2 + Es +--. E_ : (6)
Alternatively, from energy conservation alone we have an
independent estimate of the energy of the scattered photon
at each point. We express this as W_.
W_ = Ei+t + ---E_v (7)
for i = 0, N - 1. To test the validity of the assumption
that the total energy is contained, as well as if the assumed
initial direction of the 7-ray is kinematicaUy possible, the
function --
N-I
l = (w, - wl)'. (s)
i=0
is minimized for all possible combination of points. The
calculation takes into account the errors on the energy and
spatial coordinates.
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Fig. 4. Eflldency of the LXe-TPC/coded mask, bdc_e and after
event reconstruction.
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efficiency at low and high energy, different reconstruction
techniques can be applied. For example, the majority of
low energy photons coming from the source will interact in
the top region of the LXe-TPC. Fiducial volume cuts for
single site events can therefore drastically improve the sig-
nai/noise ratio. This is shown in Fig. 4 with the points ..
All single-site events reconstructed outside the first 1 cm
layer of liquid xenon from the top were rejected. For high
energy events which start with a pair production, tracking
of the electron/positron can be used, on an event-by-event
basis, to estimate the 7-ray direction from the opening an-
gle of the pair. Such an algorithm has however not been
applied as one can see from the drastic drop in efficiency
at energies above ..- 2 MeV.
The capability of the reconstruction algorithm to re-
ject events under the Compton continuum is shown in Fig.
5, which shows the ratio of the total counts under the peak
to that under the Compton continuum. A large improve-
ment in this ratio is achieved for the MeV region. The
excellent capability of the same algorithm to recognize 7-
ray events entering the TPC normally from the bottom
was also tested. Results are shown in Fig. 6. For this
calculation total energy containment was not required.
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Fig. 5. Ratio of events under the peak to that under the Comptoa
continuum for the LXe-TPC/¢oded mask before and after event
reconstruction.
2.4 Background Reduction and Flux Sensitivity.
The ultimate flux sensitivity is perhaps the most tel
evant "figure-of-merit" of a ")'-ray telescope. Among the
factors which determine the sensitivity are: (i) the energy
of the 7-rays and (ii) the detector's effective area, energy
and spatial resolution, the exposure time and the total
background rate. To calculate the background expected in
the LXe-TPC/coded-mask telescope at balloon altitudes,
we have taken into account the dominant atmospheric and
cosmic diffuse components, entering the forward aperture
of the telescope or leaking through a thick (5 ¢m) Csl ac-
tive shield. The flux and angular distribution of the at-
mospheric 7-rays used in the calculation wei¢ taken from
the parameterized forms given by Costa et aL [10] and
the cosmic diffuse spectrum used was that given in refer-
/
ence [11]. The internal backgrounds from natural radioac-
tivity, cosmic ray induced radioactivity and activation of
instrument materials has been neglected, as we expect to
reject the majority of these single site events. Pulse shape
o
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Fig. 6. Percentage of events entering the LXe-TPC from the
bottom before and after event reconstruction.
discrimination of the scintillation light pulses offers ad-
ditional background rejection capability, as it is strongly
dependent on the ionization density of the event. For ex-
ample, neutron induced events can easily be discriminated
against, based on the light signature. Figure 7 shows the
calculated background flux, before and after applying the
Compton event reconstruction of section 2.2 and the fidu-
cial volume cut. We assumed a float altitude of 3 g/cm _,
over Palestine, Texas. The integrated flux over the 0.1-10
MeV region gives about 340 counts/sec, consistent with
typical background rates measured at these altitudes. A
background reductibn of almost a factor of 10 is obtained
by identifying gamma.rays which kinematically couldn't
have come through the FOV of the telescope. It is clear
that even better background suppression can be achieved,
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Fig. 7. Calculated _ count rate beforeand aft_ event
receastructio,.
onanevent-by-event basis, using different algorithms for
different gamma-ray energies, as previously discussed.
From the calculated efficiency and background rate
we have estimated the 3_, minimum flux sensitivity of the
proposed telescope. The results are shown in Fig. 8a and
8b. For a typical exposure of 3 x 10%, we find a value
of 9 x 10-5 photons/cmZsec for 511 keV and of 6 x 10-s
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photons/cm2sec for 1.8 MeV. A continuum sensitivity of
3 x 10-7 photons/cmZsec is obtained at 1 MeV. The sen-
sitivity curves of the other instruments, shown for com-
parison, have been taken from Winkler (1991) [12]. When
combined with the arcminute source localization accuracy,
the high sensitivity of the LXe-TPC telescope makes it
competitive with many satellite instruments, even with the
much shorter observation time available in a ballloon flight.
4.CONCLUSION
Monte Carlo modeling of a realistic LXe-TPC/coded
mask telescope has demonstrated the unique capability of
this instrument to suppress background events as a direct
consequence of the imaging properties of the LXe-TPC. By
using a reconstruction algorithm for multiple site events,
based on the kinematics of Compton scattering, we find
that the expected background flux at balloon altitude is
reduced by nearly an order of magnitude, resulting in su-
perior line flux sensitivity in the MeV region, compared to
that of existing scintillator-coded mask or proposed seg-
mented germanium/coded mask 7-ray telescopes. It is
clear that this is only a first step towards the application
of the liquid xenon technique for precise imaging of cosmic
7-ray sources. The full potential will be realized when a de-
tector with large effective area, improved energy resolution
and sub-millimeter spatial resolution becomes practically
operational as a Compton/pair production T-ray telescope.
This work was supported by NASA grant NAGW-
2013.
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A Liquid Xenon Imaging Telescope for Gamma-Ray
Astrophysics: Design and Expected Performance
E. Aprile, R. Mukherjee, D. Chen, and A. Bolotnikov
Physics Department and Columbia Astrophysics Laboratory
Columbia University, New York, NY 10027
A high resolution telescope for imaging cosmic 7-ray sources in the MeV region, with an angular
resolution better than 0.5 ° is being developed as balloon-borne payload. The instrument consists of a
3-D liquid xenon TPC as 7-ray detector, coupled with a coded aperture at a distance of 1 meter. A study
of the actual source distribution of the 1.809 MeV line from the decay of USAl and the 511 keV positron-
electron annihiliation line is among the scientific objectives, along with a search for new "r-raysources.
The telescope design parameters and expected minimum flux sensitivity to line and continuum radiation
are presented. The unique capability of the LXe-TPC as a Compton Polarimeter is also discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Gamma-ray telescopes with true imaging ca-
pability and high flux sensitivity are essential for
studying the highest-energy phenomena in the
universe. Fine/ranging provides accurate posi-
tioning of the sources detected within the FOV
and good angular resolution to map regions of
diffuse emission and separate point source contri-
butions. The importance of true source imaging
is particularly evident in the study of two of the
most pressing problems in low energy _,-ray as-
tronomy: the 1.089 MeV line emission from the
decay of _SAl and the 511 keV positron-electron
annihilation line emission from the Galactic C,en-
ter.
In 1977, Ramaty and Lingenfelter [1] sug-
gested that galactic nucleo-aynthetic production
of =SAl in supernova events over the past few mil-
lion years could give rise to a detectable -/-ray
line at 1.809 MeV. This line arises from the elec-
£ron capture (18%) or podtron decay (82%) of the
million-year mean life =SAl and was first detected
in 1984 [2l at a flux level of 4_4-0.8 x 10-4 pho-
tons cm -2 s-t tad -I at the Galactic Center. Sev-
eral subsequent confirmations of the line energy
and flux level have been made. Some potential
sources of _SAl, which have been proposed, are
supernovae, novae, red giants in the Asymptotic
Giant Branch (AGB), Wolf-Rayet stars or nearby
OB stars (see e.g., [3] for a recent review). Since
these objects have more or less known or inferred
galactic distributions, it is believed that a mea-
surement of the spatial distribution of the =SAl
1.809 MeV line intensity will identify the _SAl
source. The only instrument which could mea-
sure this radiation with imaging capability, is the
Compton telescope, the most advanced version of
which is COMPTEL on the COMPTON Obser-
vatory. COMPTEL however cannot directly mea-
sure the 1.809 MeV spatial distribution. The only
definite statement that can be made about the
ZeAl spatial distribution from the latest COMP-
TEL results, at the present time, is that a point
sourcenear the GalacticCenter can be excluded
[4]. Clearly, there is s requirement to measure
directly the spatial distribution of the 1.809 MeV
line with a true imaging telescope.
As for the 511 keV line, the debate between
point lilre and diffuse nature of the emksion con-
tinues to date and can only be fully resolved with
a high level imaging map o/"the Oala_ic Center
region at -/-ray energies.
At the present time the OSSE instrument
on the COMPTON Observatory is mapping the
distribution of the annihilation line [5]. Since
the OSSE measurements give the lowest galac-
tic center flux measurements so far Sldbo, Ra.
maty and Leventhal [6] have used these results
and other off-center measurements to test differ-
ent models for the origin of the diffuse or steady
galactic plane 511 keV component. On the other
hand, the origin of the variable narrow line galac-
tic 511 keV radiation may be associated with the
bright hard X-ray source 1E1740.7-2942 which
was studied by the imaging telescope SIGMA
on the GRANAT satellite during the spring-fall
of 1990 and in early 1991. Sunyaev et al. [7]
have identified three spectral states for this source
which range from a "low state," a normal (Cygnus
X-1 like) state to a hard state in which a bump
appears in the spectrum between (300-600) keV.
The broad feature of the spectrum has been in-
terpreted as annihilation of positrons in a hot
medium (--, 40 keV). This is consistent with the
temperature of the accretion disk derived from
the X-ray continuum spectrum.
Subsequently it was proposed [8,9] that in
addition this high energy source injects positrons
into a molecular cloud where they slow down and
annihilate to produce the narrow component of
the 511 keV line emission.
Future studies of the 511 keV emission re-
quire the most advanced imaging telescope with
good to excellent energy resolution.
Of the techniques proposed for -l-ray imag-
ing and spectroscopy of astrophysical sources, the
Liquid Xenon Time Projection Chamber (LXe-
TPC) is among the most promising. The prop-
erties of liquid xenon make it very eflldent for -l-
ray detection. When used in an ionization cham-
ber, operated in the time projection mode, this
medium offers a combination of high detection
efticiency, excellent spatial resolution and very
good energy resolution. Like an dectroni¢ bah-
_ble chamber, a LXe-TPC with three-diaznsioual
"podtioa sensitivity is eapabh of visualising the
complex histories of "l-ray events initiated by el-
•ther C,ompton acattering or pair-production. As
a result, efficient background rejection is also
achieved, reducing the requirement for numlve
a_tlcoinddence 8bidding of the type that is re-
quired for germanium or sodium iodide -l-ray de-
tectors. The angular resolution of the LXe-TPC
as a Comptou telescope is however limited, in the
few MeV region, by the small separation between
two successive -l-ray interactions [13]. To achieve
imaging with good angular resolution at low en-
ergies, the combination of the imaging LXe-TPC
with a coded aperture is proposed.
A unique consequence of the LXe-TPC imag-
ing capability is its sensitivity as a Compton po-
larimeter. Besides the precise determination of
the energy and incident direction of a photon,
determination of its polarization state can give
further information on the source of 3' rays. The
main production mechanisms which can give po-
larized 3' rays are: bremsstrahlung from elec-
tron beams, electron synchrotron radiation, elec-
tron curvature radiation, and 7 rays from de-
excitation of nuclei excited by directed ion beams.
In the case of the Crab Nebula it has been deter-
mined that the nebular X-ray emission is polar-
ized [I0]. Existence of UI-IE (> 1014) electrons in
this source could yield polarized nebular -l-rays of
a few MeV. If curvature radiation from electrons
is the source of MeV -l rays in pulsars, such as
the Crab and Vein, then polarization might also
be expected.
In general it has been recognized in the study
of X-ray sources, that measurement of the direc-
tion and magnitude of the photon polarization
could significantly contribute to a better under-
standing of the physical processes in compact ob-
jects, such as pulsars, Black Holes and AGN.
2. TELESCOPE DESIGN
2.1. Introduction
The telescope is schematically shown in Fig.
1. It consists of a coded aperture mask,
1 meter above • LXe-TPC. The sensitive area d
the TPC is 39 x 28 an _. The active depth of llq-
uid xenon is I0 an. Fig. 2 shows the LXe-TPC
.in more detail. The event trigger to the readout
dectronics is provided by the fast primary scintil-
lation light detected by two UV sensitive PM'I_.
The intrinsic instrumentsl angular resolution in
the coded mask ¢onfqcarat_ is determined by
the size of the nmak unit cell, the mask-detector
separation, and by the accuracy to which the pho-
ton interaction points in the detection plane can
he determined. The coded mask that we have
assumed in our design and Monte Carlo simu-
lations consists of a 86 x 83 dement pattern of
Mask_
IOO Cm
LXe Oeleclor I [--] S;hte| d[ [lect,o.lc, J
[_ Rem¢ Shield
Energy Range
Energy Resolution
Spatial resolution
Geometrical area
FOV (FullyCoded)
Angularresolution
Point source
location accuracy
Min Flux (Line)
0_3-I0MeV
4.5% FWHM at IMeV
Iturn
1200cm2
28° x 20° FWHM
30'
1' (10o source)
8 x I0-s ph cm-=s -l
3¢ at 1 MeV (3 x 10%)
Min Flux (Continuum) 3 x I0 -T ph ¢m-=s-ZkeV -1
_krat 1 MeV (3 x 104s)
Fig. 1. Schematic of the LXe-TPC/coded mask
inta_ng ?-ray telescope.
0.91 x 0.58 x 1.2 ¢ms thick blocks d tungsten al-
loy: The 1 meter separation between the mask
arid the LXe detector plane is determined by
the University of New Hampshire gondola [11]
which we plan to use for the first balboa flight.
This defines a pixel element of angular dimension
0.650x 0.49°. The nominal FOV is280 x 200
Fig. 2. Schematic of tile LXe-TPC detector.
and the source localization accuracy is estimated
to be _- 1 arcminute, for a 10a source strength.
For background suppression at balloon altitude
an active shield has been assumed around the de-
tector. The type and amount of shield needed
will ultimately be determined by the type of event
triggering and selection on board, by dead time
consideration, telemetry rate as well as cost and
weight consideration.
2.2. The LXe-TPC: Status of Development
A LXe-TPC works on the principle that free
ionization electrons liberated by a charged pat-ti-
de in the liquid can drift, under a uniform electric
field, from their point of creation towards a signal
read-out region. Here the charge signals induced
or collected on sensing electrodes are detected to
yield both the spatial distribution of the ionizing
event and its energy.
For ?-rays it is the dectrons or positrons cre-
ated by ph_rption, Compton scattering or
pair production, which will baize as well as ex-
rite the xenon atoms creating a large number of
electron-ion pairs and scintillation photons. For
&D imaging of 7-r80, events in LXe we plan rouse
a _suing dectrodca geometry based on the trig-
teal deign by Oatti et d. [12]. Two orthogond
induction wire planes separated from the driR re-
gion by aicr_..ninggrid,givethe X-Y event infor-
mation. The measured drift time, referred to the
scintillation trigger, and the known drift velocity
provides the Z-information. The total event en-
.ergy is measured from the total charge collected
on an anode plate, placed below the induction
wir_5,
In order to verify the feasibility of such a
detector, the Columbia group started in 1989 an
intensive R&'D program on LXe. The attenuation
length ofelectrons and UV photons in purified liq-
uid xenon, the ionization and scintillations yields
of electrons and alpha particles, the energy and
spatial resolution have been studied.
Tile experimental results obtained on these
aspects relevant for the development of a liquid
ionization TPC, are documented in several refer-
ences [13-18]. Especially relevant are the latest
experimental results obtained with a ;3.5 liter 2D-
TPC prototype [19] equipped with a multi-wire
structure to detect the induction signals in liquid
xenon. The results demonstrate both the capa-
bility of a large volume LXe detector to provide
similar or better energy resolution than the pre-
viously reported value of 4.5% FWHM for 1 MeV"
radiation, as well as the imaging capability.
Figure 3 shows an example of collection and
induction signals produced by a 7-ray event in
the LXe-TPC prototype. The induction signal,
which has the expected triangular shape, has a
large S/N ratio of 12:1, even for a typical point-
like charge deposition produced by a "r-ray inter-
a_tion. The dependence of the induced signal on
the lateral position of the drifting electron cloud
Fig. 3. Collection signal (upper trace Gain=l)
and induction signal (lower trace Gain=400) pro-
duced by a v-ray event in the 3.5 liter LXe-TPC
prototype.
with respect to the wire cell [19], offers tile pos-
sibility to derive the spatial coordinate of each
event by weighting the signal anaplitude on neigh-
bouring wires. Thus the spatial resolution in the
X-Y plane, can be better than s/_/]-2, where s is
the wire spacing.
Experimental work on the operation and per-
formance of the LXe TPC prototype implemented
for full 3-D imaging and triggered by the scintil-
lation light is in progress.
3. TELESCOPE PERFORMANCE:
MONTE CARLO RESULTS
3.1. Background Rate and Mininmm Flux
Sensitivity.
To calculate the background expected in the
LXe-TPC/coded mask telescope at balloon alti-
tudes, we have taken into account the dominant
atmospheric and cosmic diffuse components, en-
tering the forward aperture of the telescope or
leaking through the active shield (5 cm thick CsI).
The flux mad aslgular distribution of the atmo-
spheric "t-rays used in the calculation were taken
from the pararaeterized forms given by Costa ef
ai. [20] and the cosmic diffuse spectrum used was
that given by Shofifelder, Graser and Daugherty
[21]. The internal backgrounds from natural ra-
dioactivity, cosmic ray induced radioactivity and
activation of instrument materials have been ne-
glected, as the majority of these single site events
can be rejected by simple fiducial volume cuts.
The results of the calculation are shown in
Fig. 4. The integrated flux over the 0.1-I0
MeV region gives about 340 counts/see, consis-
tent with typical background rates measured at
the assumed altitude. An event reconstruction
algorithm based on the kinematics of Compton
scattering was developed and used for identifica-
tion and rejection of background events [22]. As
shown in Fig. 4, a background reduction of ap-
proximately a factor of 10 is obtained by iden-
tifying _/-r&ys which kinematieally couldn't have
come through the FOV of the telescope, and by
applying a fiducial volume cut to remove low en-
ergy events.
Based on the calculated 3'-ray detection effi-
ciency [22] and the calculated background rate,
O
• , ..... I , , I I 11t_--
LXe TPC //CODED MASK
BACKGROUND FLUX
3 gcm -2 OVER PALESTINE, TX
1 10
ENERGY (MeV)
Fig. 4. Monte Carlo calculation of tile back-
ground flux at balloon altitude.
we have obtained the 3_' minimum flux sensi-
tivity shown in Fig. 5. With a typical balloon
flight exposure of 3 x I0%, the 3o line sensi-
tivity is 6 x 10-s photons cm -2 s -l (1.8 MeV
line) and 9 x 10-s photons cm -a s -l (511 keV
line). Tile continuu,n sensitivity is 3 x 10-7 pho-
tons cm -2 s -1 keV -! at 1 MeV. The sensitivity
curves of the instruments, shown for comparison,
have been taken from Winkler [23]. When com-
bined with the excellent source localization accu-
racy, the high sensitivity of the LXe-TPC tele-
scope makes it competitive with many satellite
• instruments, even with the much shorter obser-
vation time available in a balloon flight.
3.2. SLmulated Observations of the Crab
and 511 keV Line
The Crab Nebula/Pulsar will be the primary
target for the first verification balloon flight of
the LXe-TPC coded mask -pray telescope. This
source is one of the most intense in our energy
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Fig. 5. 3_, minimum line flux sensitivity of the
LXe-TPC/coded mask 7-ray telescope.
range and is stable, both in intensity and spec-
trum. Monte Carlo simulations of the expected
Crab sigual were performed using the complete
telescope system shown in Fig. 1.
The Crab Nebula was assumed to be a
point source in the sky with a spectrum equal
to 5.5x10 -4 (E/100 keV) -_2 photons cm -2 s-I
keV-l at 10 MeV [24]. The source was aligned
with the telescope axis and the observing time
was 104 s. The estimated background of Fig.
4, after event reconstruction, was uniformly dis-
tributed in the detector's plane and added to the
shadowgram of the source. Figure 6 shows the
resulting deconvolved image of the Crab, for the
energy interval 0.3 - 0.5 MeV. The Crab signal
dominates over the background up to several MeV
with a S/N of about 20_r.
Simulated observations have also been per-
formed for the low and high state of the 511 keV
Galactic Center annihilation line. A 104 s expo-
sure time was assumed. The source was placed
in the center of the FOV, and superimposed on
Fig. 6. Monte Carlo simulation of the Crab as
a point 7-ray source ill the energy range (0.3-0.5
MeV).
• Fig. 7. Monte Carlo simulation of the 511 keV
Galactic Center point source observed for High
State.
a uniformly distributed background of 4x10 -2
counts s -1 keV -z, as from our estimate. The in-
tensity of the 511 keV line source was chosen to be
2x 10 -4 photons cm -2 s -1 for the "low state" and
lxl0 -3 photons cm -2 s -1 for the "high state".
Figure 7 shows tile result of the 511 keV inaage
for the "high state". Even in the "low state", the
511 keV flux can be detected by our instrument
at a satisfactory siguificance level of ~ 4a.
3.3. Polarization Sensitivity
The LXe-TPC imaging capability is also
ideal to measure the linear polarization of the
incident 7-ray undergoing Compton scattering.
The linear polarization of 7-rays can be measured
based on the principle that the Compton scat-
tering process is sensitive to the polarization of
the incident -r-ray, the cro_-section for Compt_n
scattering being the largest for the case when the
direction of the scattered ")'-ray is normal to the
polarization vector of the incident ")'-ray. The ad-
vantage of a LXe-TPC Compton Polarimeter over
the conventional NaI(TI), CsI(TI) or Ge(Li) dou-
ble scatter Compton telescopes is the enhanced
detection emciency offered by a single detector
working both as scatterer and absorber, as well
as its combination of good energy and position
sensitivity.
A Monte Carlo program was developed to
estimate the polarization sensitivity of the LXe-
TPC for a 100% polarized "t-ray beam of energy
varying from 300 keV to 4 MeV, incident nor-
mally on the detector surface. Figure 8 shows
the result. For comparison, the polarization sen-
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Fig. 8. Monte Carlo calculation of the LXe-TPC
polarization sensitivity.
sitivityof theGe(Li)polarimeter[25],theSi(Li)
[26]andtheCsI(TI)polarimeterofthelmageron
INTEGRAL[27]arealsoshown.Theuniquefea-
tureoftheLXe-TPCisits capabilityto inferthe
scatteringangle0 and tile azimuthal angle ¢, with
an accuracy of about 0.50 [13], for each scattered
T-ray. We call thus obtain the azimuthal angular
distribution of the scattered 7-rays by selecting
events from different intervals of scattering angle.
By applying the detector's response function, cal-
culated or measured during calibration tests with
polarized beams, we can deconvolute the original
7-ray polarization. Figure 9 shows the modula-
tion curve in tile range ¢ = 0 ° to ¢ = 90 °, sim-
ulated for 100% polarized 7-rays of energy 500
keV.
Ae-_"
2I.........
,u_c,u[$(,s_)
Fig. 9. Modulation curve of tile LXe-TPC for
100% polarized 7-rays of energy 500 keV.
4. CONCLUSION
The design and expected performance of a
•r-ray imaging telescope tailored to the 0.3-10
MeV energy region have been discussed. The
telescope combines the excellent properties of a
liquid xenon TPC as 3-D position sensitive ")-ray
detector with the well established imaging prop-
erties of a coded aperture mask, to achieve high
efficiency, good spectroscopy and angular resolu-
tion over the entire energy range of interest. The
high sensitivity to MeV 7-ray lines and contin-
uum complemented with the good imaging eapa-
bility will permit the observation of a variety of
astrophysical sources, hnportant contributions to
the field of low energy astrophysics as well as new
discoveries are expected even in the maiden bal-
loon flight which is planned for the end of 1994.
This work was supported by NASA (Award
NAGW 2013).
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ABSTRACT
The feasibility of a large volume Liquid Xenon Time Projection Chamber (LXe-TPC) for three-dimensional
imaging and spectroscopy of cosmic gamn_-ray sources, was tested with a 3.5 liter prototype. The observation of
induction signals produced by MeV gamma-rays in liquid xenon is reported, with a good signal-to-noise ratio. The
results represent the first experimental demonstration with a fiquid xenon ionization chamber of • non-destructive
read-out of the electron image produced by point-like charges, using • sense wire configuration of the type originally
proposcd in 1970 by G•tti et aL An energy resolution as good as that previously measured by us with millimeter
si_e chambers, was achieved with the large prototype of 4.4 cm drift gap.
I. INTRODUCTION
Liquid xenon (LXe) is a very attractive medium for T-raY detectors, because of its excellent combination of:
high atomic number ( Z--_4 ), high density (3.06 gem-3), low W-value (15.6 eV), small Fano factor (0.04), small
diffusion coefficient (65 cm2s-Z), and high electron mobility ( > 2000 cm2s-ZV-Z). When used in an ionization
chamber operated in the time projection mode (TPC), this medium combines high detection efficiency, excellent
spatial resolution, very good energy resolution, and superior background identification and rejection ability. Thus, a
LXe-TPC offers an unique potential for spectro6copy and imaging of cosmic 7-r•Y sources with high sensitivity and
good a_ula_ resolution. The continuing emphads of our research program has been to demoustrgte the feasibility
of high resolution liquid xenon imaging detectom in the field ofT-rAy astrophysice. In the energy range from _ 100
keV to _ 30 MeV future advances require At least arcminute angular resolution and flex sensitivity for y-ray lines
(e.g. MeV) at the level of 10 -6 photons cm-= s-t. Following these conskleratious, two T-rAy telescope designs based
on a LXe-TPC tailored to a speciilc energy range and scientific program, emerged from our studies.
The first one is optimized for the few MeV energy region. It uses • LXe-TPC with 10 cm drift gap and 1200 ¢m2
sensitive area, with millimeter spatial resolution requirement. By combining the 3-D position sen_tive LXe T-ray
detecto_ with • coded Aperture mask at a _aration of I meter, aa angular rceolutiou better tbaa 0_" can be achieved
over the entire energy range 0_-10 MeV. The unique capability of the LXe detector to use (_mpton Hnanst_ to
reject background events as well to measure polarization of HeY ?_Ays with high sensitivity b emphasized for this
version of a LXe-TI_ _pe, which we plan to test in the neaz t-pace environment as • imlloowbame payload.
The study of two of the most preming problems in low energy y-ray _ namely the dsterminatlen of the
actual source distn'butkm of the 0.511 MeV poeitmn-electmn an_tioa line and of the 1.809 MeV MA! line, will
he'the main scientific objectivefl_
The ,_.ond telescope eeemt, of • LXe-TI_ with a I_er ,M_itive volume (> 30 liters) and seper_ spatial
m_l.tio., optimt_ far the Z - 30 MeV eaer_ region where C.o_to. ,_ttedng and 1_ prod_ are the
dominant _ interactiou p_ In a Comptcm teletu_ the true dizectiaa of the _, m_zee eta enly
be _i_v identified wl_ the direction of the Comptoa ,_sttemi dectrem or elec_ _ L,e
secm'uteb, meuuzed. In the dense]iquld xenoa, the rtufe of theee electronsk very dux't (of the order of mlgimeten)
so that • spatial resolution of • few hundred microns is'required?
There are many technkal _ to the ¢_mta_:tim of the LXe-TPC f_ these _ _ The moet
fundamental one is the purity of the liquid, which has to be at the ppb level to permit the M ofkmM_e _ -""
overlargedistances.Thisproblemhasalreadybeenextensivelystudiedandsolved by us. 4 The second very important
problem is the implementation of a non-destructive readout of the electronic signals to realize the 3-D imaging of
any ionizing event in the sensitive volume. We report here, for the first time, the initial results from a study of
the imaging performance of a 3.5 liter LXe-TPC as 7-ray detector. The equally important issue of good energy
resolution in a large volume liquid xenon detector was also studied with this prototype and the results are presented
here. These results are the first experimental evidence of the feasibility of n LXe detector of practical size and of its
capability for good calorimetry and imaging.
2. LXe-TPC PROTOTYPE
The technical challenges of a liquid xenon detector for T-rays were addressed with the development of a 3.5 liter
prototype, shown _hematically in Fig. 1. The detector is a large volume grkided ionization chamber with a maximum
drift gap of 6.0 era, compared to the 10 cm of the proposed LXe-TPC telescope. The active volume is defined by the
cathode plate, the shielding grid and a sequence of equally spaced shaping rings which ensure the uniformity of the
dectri¢ field for the drift of the electrons. The total active volume of-- 365 cm s (7_ cm x 7.8 cmx 6.0 cm), is much
larger than the size of the typical liquid xenon iooization chambers reported in the literature so far. To irradiate
the liquid xenon with 7-rays, a 2°rBi source is placed on the cathode plate, facing away from the active volume.
Radiation entering the active volume has to first pass through 3 mm of stainless steel. This effectively blocks all
conversion electrons from the 2°TBi so that the detector is sensitive only to T-ray interactions.
• &m_le
F_ L TI_ 3.5 liter LX_TPC pngotype 7-r_
To _d_ tlz _ tcz_uk t _ ¢bgge ¢oilcgtot" wu pigd 7 z _ _ _ _ The grid t.
sctusll_ a me,h made of sdckel, with 0_ mm spicing ud 50 pm wlm wldth spot._ m a _ _ _.
'1t_ £dd _ cat the _o ddm otthe mesh bz_e to be optimized to obtffiin a maxitmn ddeldlng ¢_deucy
_d _ f_ tla¢dgilt_ ¢l_tro_ The crltical _¢ld rstlo of 1._, w_ _ by the fomml_ givea by
Bmscsmau ¢t ,d_' modif_ f_ a me, h t_e grid. Thi, _m_uewu w_ ¢=pedmmt_y. Dud_ the _ d-
the detec_ a fseldn_J d_ wu typicslly ¢l/oemc A cu_om built low nobe, ¢hsrge ,enett_ pmmplifler wu ueed .'.--
to detect the signals from the collector plate. To allow the observations of slow rising signals, the decay time of the
amplifier was set to i ms. To reduce the input capacitance, the amplifier was mounted as close as technically feasible
to the signal feed-through.
To study the spatial resohtioa the chamber structure was modified into a 2-D TPC, with the electrode geometry
shown schematically in Fig. 2. The same cathode plate with the radioactive source was used for these experiments.
The shielding mesh was replaced by a plane of equally spaced wires with a pitch of 2 mm. Between this grid and the
collector plate, a plane of sense wires, with the same 2 mm pitch, was introduced for the detection of the induction
signals. The induction plane was at a distance of 2 mm from the shielding grid plane and 4 mm from the collector
plate.
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the $-D LXo-TI_ electrode _ructure for the measurement of the
iaductlon dgnak.
dectrode arrangement provides the two ¢oordim,_ for the podtion of each po'mt of intctactio_ cae
o0oMina_ being dctcmda_ by the drift time and the other by the p_itiou of the _ wire. Fora non-.de_'uctlve
readout of the dectr_ image ,m the iaducti0a wlre_ the electric field between the inductioe and the ¢ol_tioe planes
has to be _ ¢h,z_ so as to allow the ficki llncs to paB between the _nse wir¢_ The right potentiak for thk
coaditioa were ¢alcuhted aad _ £dd m_p k .hown in F_ 3.
The _a_ _.m, _ bia_ with their _ potmtial in ¢t.d= not to distort the f_eld _ The
inducti_ dgmd m each wi:e is detected with & low _obe ¢_a_e _mdtiw preamplifier, _ s. de_mpling ¢apadt_
l)ue to the fsst rise thne o_ these s_ask a dec_y thne _ 60 _s wu u_e<L The total number _ _use _kes read-out
was 20. _a¢ output of each preat_Ufier wu connected to • FAD_ through an additional amplificatloe
To pupil7 the xenon g_ needed tofdl t_e 3.5 liter w_ume, wemed the p_ system shown b Fi_ 4.
'l'h_ k eumtially _ larger _ale w._dou of the pmificati_ _y_m previoe_ reed f_ _ _ _
Fig. 3. The electric field map of the 2-D LXe TPC of Fig. 2.
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Fig. 4. "£,ae xenon _ purification system.
The system uses a combination of Oxisorb, cold molecular sieves, and high temperature getters, to effectively
reduce electronegative impurities from commercial xenon gas, to less than I ppb. Details on the design and perfor-
mance of our system can be found in an earlier publication. 4 To maintain the purity of the liquid, special care is paid
in the preparation of the detector vessel and internal structure, as well as any other material in contact with the gas
or the liquid. Pre-coollng of the xenon gas was achieved by surrounding a long rifling pipe on top of the chamber
vessel by a liquid nitrogen bath. Once the chamber vessel was full, an operating liquid temperature of about -I00°C
was easily maintained by a mixture of liquid nitrogen and ethyl alcohol.
:_. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3.1. Ener_ l_,esolution Performance
Figure 5 shows the typical output signals of the charge sensitive preampfifier. The steps in the signals clearly
indicate the different ionization processes, produced by the =°¢Bi ?-ray interactions inside the LXe sensitive volume_
For a grldded ionization chamber, the induced charge signal starts once the electrons pass the shielding mesh and
linearly increases as the electrons move towards the collector. Since the decay time constant of the amplifier is much
longer than the drift time, the pulse height appears to be constant after a step. The rise time of a single step is
about 2.5 ps, which corresponds directly to the drift time between mesh and anode_ This is consistent with the signal
produced by a point like charge, as expected by the short range (much less than I mm) of low energy electrons in
liquid xenon. This results in the unique feature of a liquid xenon ionizatioti chamber to visualize the multiple-site
energy depositions produced by the interactions of MeV _'-rays. Figure 5 clearly demonstrates this feature. The
single step signal is due to a photoelectric interaction (Fig. 5 a). The multi-step signals are due to multiple, site
interactions produced by one or more Compton scatterings followed by a photoelectric absorption (Fig. 5 b,c).
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 6. Ionization pulses from =°¢Bi 1.77 MeV -#,-ray interactions in the 3.5 litre"LXe
chamber. (_) Singlepho_bo<a'ption event. Co,c) Multiph Pxaapton,__ even*s,
followed by a phoCoabeorptlon
As we know,Compton interactionisdominant inthefewMeV regia¢_Tae larg_ thedepthc/"theraluidxenon,
the great_the frgctionc_real"taple_teeventswhich caotn_uteto thefallen_gy peak. Monte Cab dmulatkm
shows that for a -r-raydl MeV in 6_) can o( LXe, mote than 50% tithe intemctiom are from multiple Oomptoa
scattet_ All then intersctiom ue scpargted In tlm_ by the _ d the photon, but within the tlme omle
_the detectar they sre ,im_d.taneouJ. The _ o(the dgnd, however, t_es plsce only stter the ddR tlme h
the active volume, which depends mt the locstion of the intasctioa print. Therefore, these multlple4dte events am
u multi-,tep f¢_m_ in the pulse shspe. The height d the ,tep gives the energy depmlted at the point d
Int_actioa,mad thetimeiatenahbe_weeathesteosgivethez_ive dimmees_ theia_tion poiat_aloagthe ....-
•drift _ The nan of all the _ pulse.-he_ts is pmpm.tioual to the enm'gy of the original _,-ray, if totally
ORIGINAL PAOE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
absorbed. For example, based on the calibration of the charge sensitive preamplifier, the energy of all three events
shown in Fig. 5 corresponds to 1.77 MeV 7-rays from the 2°ZBi source. The information on the individual step
pulse height and on the timing is very valuable. This timing, however, only gives information on the Z-coordinate of
each site. By combining this with the additional information on the X-Y coordinates, event reconstruction based on
Compton kinematics is possible as shown in reference. 2 This gives the capability of background identification and
rejection. It also gives the capability to use a LXe-TPC as a Compton polarimeter of high sensitivity in the MeV
energy range.
The overall energy resolution AEt of the detector can be expressed as a combination of the following terms: the
fluctuation in the number of electron-ion pairs produced AE/, the electronic noise AEe, the grid shielding ine_cieney
AE., the fluctuation iu the collected charge due to recombination AEr, and the variation of signal rlsetime AEb.
The full .width at half maximum of the energy resolution can then be expressed as follows:
AE, = + + + + (1)
The fluctuation of the electron-ion pairs is theoretically predicted as, AE_ = (2.35)2FWE where W is the average
energy required to create one electron-ion pair, F is the Fano factor, and E is the energy of the ionizing particle.
The magnitude is about 0.2% FWHM at I MeV, a value which was experimentally never reached. The best observed
value was 6% at 0_57 MeV. _ An interpretation of the large discrepency is given elsewhere, s
The contribution from the electronic noise can be measured directly from the test pulse distribution. "/'he typical
noise contribution in our system is about 24 keV FWHM.
The grid shielding inefficiency contribution is estimated to be smaller than 1%.
The contribution of ballistic deficit, due to pulse rise time variation, is significant only in large volume detectors
and can be minimized by appropriate signal processing.
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Fig. 6. (a))°_Bi T-ray spectrum recorded at 2 kV/e.m with the 3.5 liter LXe chamber of
_.4 ¢m driRgap. (b) Same _ectnan u that dgi_ ¢_ in _ffiai-iogadthml¢ _cale.
In the case d a long drift LXe ionization dumaber, the duuge ¢ol_tion time can vary by mote than 20/a due
to the multiple.ire eveat_ To completely collect all the charge, long shaping times ate therefore requked. T_As
_]owly reduce, the speed of the detector, and also makee the meuuren_t mine _mitive to low frequency
TOo mlutio_ to the problem of ballistic deficit ar_ a) A gated ia_ determining the total pulse height on41me.
b) Waveform digitization and off-line reeonetrueti6u e(the pulses.
gated _a_r _olutioa is insensitive to rise time _,istions, u po'mted out by Radeka. _ "
Fig. 6a shows the :°ZBi spectrum in the 3.5 liter chamber, obtained with a multi-channel analyzer after a 2/ts
unipolar shaping of the signal, followed by a 2 ps gated integrator. Fig. 6b is the same spectrum in a semi-logarithmic
scale. This spectrum was obtained with the drift gap reduced from 6.0 cm to 4.4 era, in order to operate the chamber
at high drift fields without voltage breakdown problems. The spectrum can be compared with that obtained earlier
with much smaller chambers 6 where the maximun drift was few millimeters. The electronic noise subtracted energy
resolution is compared in Fig. 7. Two important remarks can be made:
(a) The noise subtracted energy resolution of the large chamber is 10% at 0.57 MeV, comparable to that in the
small chamber, at the same drift field. This means that fluctuation in the recombination process is the dominant
factor of Eq. (1) which determines the measured resolution. It also means that the liquid purity was su$cient
for long drift and that the signal processing with the gated integrator did not affect the resolution.
(b) Several peaks in the spectrum can only be observed in the large chamber due to its increased detection e$ciency
at high energies. Such features are the 1.77 MeV -/-rays, and the backscatter peak. A further feature is the peak
at 1.63 MeV which is caused by 2 correlated events, i.e. a 0.57 MeV and a 1.06 MeV T-ray emitted from the
source simultaneously.
The gated integrator, however, reduces the detection efficiency, especially for high energy events, and also only
conserves the total pulse height. The amplitude of each single step is lost. As previously mentioned, for a complete
reconstruction of the event, the pulse height and position of each individual charge cloud are needed. These problems
can be overcome by using a waveform digitizer on the anode without shaping of the original charge signal. Work on
this method is under progress.
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3.2. Position Resolution Performance
J
The 3.-D pmitiou retmlutiou _¢,e ¢t • liquid am.aou detector is largdy detemdned by the nml..out stmctare
which is reed to detect the dgnals induced by an loaizing event. In its simplest version, a system of two orthogonal "
induction wire planes, separated from the drift region by a shielding grid, is used. The induced signals on the wires
provide the X-Y information. The measured drift time, referred to a time zero, together with the known drift velocity,
provides the Z-information. A single collection plate below the induction wires can be used for total charge collection.
A preliminary design of the sensing electrodes geometry for 3-D imaging in a LXe-TPC as -/-ray telescope is shown
in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8. Schematic of the 3-D LXe-TPC electrode structure.
The time zero to the readout will b¢ provided by the primary scintillation light signal s produced within a few
nsec of the 7-r&Yinteraction. This design is based on the original one by Gatti et al. t These authors calculated the
induced waveforms for this type of readout structure and showed (F_. 9) that the amplitude of the signal produced
by a point-like ionlzatiou depends strongly on the initial lateral position d the cloud between the sense wircL It
was reported s° that this effect is undesirable for tracking charged particles. For the gamma-ray application d a
LXe-TPC, however, tracking Calmbitity is not needed since the density d the liquid is such that the mmdl energy
depositions produced by gamma-ray interactions result in locaK, ed or po'mt-like charge blobs, b • detector with •
practkd wire ,pacing of the order of miUimeters.
Actually this dependence of the induction dgnals oa the podtion of the charge blob_ with rmpect to the wires,
can be 1- advantage far the spathd resolutimL The iocatioa of a pointcharge¢aa in fact be determined with •
renan=en_ by weighing the signals from adjacent wires to obtain the. center of gravity of the charge cloud. Without
determining the center of grivity, the po_i'tioa of the cloud is determined from the location of the _ wire, and the
azor in loc,lizat_ of the cloud b ,/_/i_, where, is the wke _ Uslug the signals from two _djaceut wlrm to
estimate the pcdtioa reduces this error. Now the error is dominated by the accuracy c/"the amplitude measurement,
i.¢. the signal-to-no'mersti_ Obvioudy,a small= _ ,pacing still incx_esse,the padtiou t_01utim, but cmt msd
• complexity consideratious will limit the overall number of wireL
These ¢onsiderttioas were tested with the _-D $_ liter TI_ prototype shown in Fig. 2, with the electric field
lines-, shownin Fi& & The fust measuremcats were dedicated to the observation c/"the inductieadgnalou _
_ Fig. 10 shows the induction dgnal produced by a :'e'rBi _ eveat, and the _dlng collectlou ...-
signal recorded simultaneously.
Gatti et aI.,IEEE NS-26(1970)
Fig. 9. The calculated induction waveform for a point-like charge at different lateral
positions h from the sense wires spaced by W.
Fig. Z0. Charge signal produced by a "y-ray event in the 2-D LXe-TPC. Upper trace:
collection signal" on anode (gain=l); Lower trace: induction signal on sense wire (gain=400).
The signal from the sense wiz¢ was M as the trigger. The induction algnal was amplified by • gain of 400,
while the gaia of the collection signal was unity. For M evcat, the induced charge ts ,_ _ of the total collected
charge, implying that the s_ 7-'mte_ctlou point was doee to the sense wire, baaed on Fig, O. The induction
.signal has the _me time du.,_ou as that d the collection signal, as expected. The induction dgnal has the expected
tl_a&'ul_ (a_ Fi& 9). It ie ant symmetzi¢ due to the shorter distance between the sereeahxg grid ami the
sense wires, than that between the sense wires and the collector. The dgnat-to-nohe ratio is 12:1. This is cut,dent "
to significantly improve the position resolution inferred from tile time information.
Fig. 11. Induced signals on neighboring wires observed in the 2-D LXe-TPC for different
7-ray events.
We also investigated the induction signals induced simultaneously on neighboring wires. As shown in Fig. 11,
the relative amplitude of the signals changes on an event-by-event basis, indicating the different lateral positions
of the charges produced by "/-ray interactions. This clearly demonstrates the potential to achieve a better spatial
resolution on the X-Y coordinates than that determined by the wire spacing.
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Fig. 12. Cosmic muon track observed with the 2-D LXe-TPC in induction mode.
P_eviousl$, the tracking ¢ap_Uity of a 2D LXe-TPC w_ _¢pox_ed by using a • _egmented uode, x_d-out in
collection m0d¢. tx With the present structure, chacged particletrack_ have been ohm-red in the induction mode.
Fig, 12 shows the signals induced on the sense wires by a cosmic muon passing through the chamber and depositing,
_mccemivdy, enexgy on all w_te_
The ,ig_d f:om the _node, shown on channd 20 of Fig. 12, was used u the trigg_. The timing of the dgnah .'
can be converted into drift length, and provides the coordinate of an ionizing event along tile drift direction. Due
to the triangular pulse shape, the determination of an accurate timing is easier than for the signal shape observed
earlier in collection mode. This fact, together with the better signal to noise ratio, will improve the spatial resolution
in this direction from the previously measured 180 pmn. The analysis of these data is still in progress. Intrinsically,
the localization of the charge cloud is ultimately limited by electron diffusion along the drift path which causes a
spread of the cloud. In the drift direction, a spatial resolution close to the diffusion limit can be expected. The final
value depends on the accuracy on the timing of the pulses, limited in practice by the signal-to-noise ratio. The lateral
diffusion, orthogoual to the drift direction, is given by VQ:)Q'd, where D=65 cm2s -I is the diffusion coefficient n, Q is
the drift time. For drift distances of maximum 10 cm, as in the proposed LXe-TPG telescope, the resulting value is
negligible when compared with the spacing of the sense wires.
4. CONCLUSION
A 9'-ray telescope for the energy range from 0.3 MeV to 10 MeV was proposed to measure the 7-ray flux from
galactic sources in balloon borne experiments. The telescope is based on a LXe-TPC as 3-D position sensitive detector
and spectrometer, coupled to a coded aperture mask. The active area is 1200 cm 2 and the maximum drift length
10 cm. The size of this TPC is considerably larger than liquid xenon detectors tested so far. To achieve the desired
performance of the telescope, it is mandatory to measure the energy and position of all "t-ray interaction points
produced by multiple Compton scatterings.
To evaluate the feasibility, a 3.5 liter prototype was constructed and repeatedly operated. The required purity
level for the xenon gas was achieved with a simple purification system, of the type used for previous measurements
with liquid xenon small volume detectors.
The prototype was tested in a gridded chamber configuration with 4.4 cm drift gap, for charge collection and
energy resolution studies. With this large sensitive volume detector, the enhanced detection efficiency of liquid xenon
for ")-rays is clearly visible. Despite the much longer drift distance, the noise-subtracted energy resolution measured
with this detector is comparable, at the same electric field of I and 2 kV/cm, to that previously measured with
smaller size chambers.
The feasibility of a non-destructive electron imaging of ionization events with a liquid xenon TPC was estab-
fished. For this purpose, the readout structure consisted of an induction plane of sense wires to provide the position
information and a collector plate for total charge collection. The induced signals produced by MeV 7-rays and cosmic
ray muoa tracks on sense wires have been observed, for the first time, in liquid xenon. A large signal-to-noise ratio
was achieved and the pulse shape and timing of the induction signals were consistent with expectation. For the
final detector, a position resolution better than s/v/_ can be expected, where s is the wire spacing. Along the drift
direction, the resolution will be better than 180 pm measured earlier, since a more accurate timing is possible on the
induced waveforms, and due to the improved signal to noise ratio.
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